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Summary

Due to the rather short lifetime of the prototype reformed ethanol fuel cell system (REFCS),
instead of field trial, this report summarizes the main results and experiences from
commissioning testing of the system, following the completion of its integration.
The main goal of the commissioning is to ensure the system’s safety and operability, and that
the system is functioning as specified in terms of start-up time, power output and efficiency.
In practice, most of the work during the commissioning was related to debugging problems,
that did not fully emerge in the laboratory. Thus, this report focuses mainly on description of
these problems, as this is considered very valuable information to any future developments.
In the end, the system was successfully functioning for a short while, but serious problems
were observed with the steam reforming catalyst. A recovery procedure for the catalyst was
attempted, but this did not help. Further investigations were started to determine the exact
cause of the decay, and the fuel processor (FP) was sent to IMM for post-mortem analysis.
However, the hydrogen produced while the system was operational, was of good quality and
the fuel cell system (FCS) was operated using the gas without any particular problems. Thus
the concept of producing electricity from ethanol using fuel processor, pressure swing
adsorption (PSA) purification and a fuel cell, was proven to work.
Based on the laboratory tests, and data recorded during the commissioning, the concept has
the potential to reach 30 % overall efficiency. With this particular prototype system however,
assuming the current design working without problems, only 15 % efficiency from fuel to -48
VDC electricity would have been reached.
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1. Background
1.1

Review of system design

Main objective of PEMBeyond project (http://pembeyond.eu/) is to develop an integrated
proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) based power system for stationary back-up and
off-grid power generation with the following targets:
•

Using crude (80-95%) bioethanol as primary fuel

•

Cost-competitive (complete system < 2 500 €/kW @ 500 units)

•

Energy-efficient (> 30% overall system efficiency)

•

Durable (> 20 000 hours system lifetime in continuous operation)

Back-up and off-grid power generation is one of the strongest early markets for fuel cell
technology. Wireless communication systems are rapidly expanding globally, and the need for
reliable, cost-competitive and environmentally sound back-up and off-grid power is growing,
especially in developing countries.
Fuel cells have already proven to be competitive with conventional technologies, e.g. diesel
generators, in terms of total cost of ownership (TCO). However, the growth of the fuel cell
industry in this sector has been modest due to high initial investment cost and fuel logistics
problems. Our solution relies on a cost-competitive PEMFC power system compatible with
crude bioethanol, enabling the direct use of easily transported and stored, locally produced,
sustainable and low-emission fuel also in developing countries. This further adds to the value
and number of potential applications and end-users for fuel cell and hydrogen technology.

Figure 1 - Overall concept of the REFCS developed in PEMBeyond project.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the design of the reformed ethanol fuel cell system (REFCS) was
based on the following concepts:
• Ethanol is a sustainable fuel, that may be locally produced, reducing transport costs
• An ethanol fuel processor (FP) capable of operating at high pressure could be
combined with a pressure swing adsorption (PSA) gas purification unit
• A low pressure H2 buffer tank could allow immediate start-up of the fuel cell and also
decoupling the H2 generation and fuel cell system (FCS) in terms of power and
capacity
The main application for this system was seen in back up of telecom base transceiver stations,
where the transport of fuel and maintenance forms a large fraction of the operational costs.
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Compared to the H2 fuelled systems, the fuel transport logistics would be easier to handle, and
CO2 emissions during life-cycle would be lower than that of a diesel generator. In addition, the
system would be able to respond fast to fluctuating load demand, opposed to currently
available reformed methanol fuel cells (RMFCs), which employ a PrOx reactor or a CO-tolerant
high temperature PEMFC. The H2 generator could also be used for distributed H2 production,
as it is in no way tied to the use of the FCS. On the other hand, the FCS could be operated
also without the H2 generator, if H2 is available.

Figure 2 - Simplified process flow diagram of the reformed ethanol fuel cell system (REFCS).
The fuel processor (FP) enables on-site H2 generation from ethanol via steam reforming. In
addition to the steam reformer, the FP includes a water gas shift (WGS) reactor integrated
together with in an elaborate configuration of afterburners (AFBs) and heat exchangers (HXs)
shown in Figure 2.
The FP is fed with a mixture of 24 wt-% of ethanol in water, resulting in steam to carbon (S/C)
ratio of 4.1. As Figure 2 shows, the feed is divided into two evaporators (EVA1&2) heated by
afterburners (AFB1&2). The gaseous ethanol steam mixture proceeds to the steam reformer,
operated at ca. 700 °C and 8.2 barg pressure. The high pressure allows the FP to feed the
PSA directly without a compressor. To facilitate the reactions at a pressure closer to 10 barg,
the reformer operation temperature may be increased up to 800 °C.
The produced reformate gas is cooled to 420 °C before entering the WGS reactor (260–420
°C), where CO is converted to CO2, reducing the CO content from approximately 10 vol-% at
reformer outlet to 1 vol-% at WGS outlet. The gas is finally cooled down to ambient
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temperature, condensing the steam. By volume, the gas feed to PSA should contain 70 % H2,
25 % CO2, 4 % CH4, and 1 % CO.
During start-up, the FP employs start-up burners and evaporators to heat up all the necessary
components close to operating temperature with ethanol. At steady-state operation, most of
the heat required is produced from the PSA tail gas. In addition, small amounts of ethanol may
be dosed to AFB2 to sustain stable operation temperature.
The PSA unit separates the H2 from reformate gas produced by the FP. PSA units employ
multi-bed processes with complex valve configuration between the feed stream, the beds and
the product stream. The full scale prototype PSA unit for the REFCS, consisting of four
adsorbent beds controlled by Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), was agreed to be
delivered under a collaboration protocol between HyGear and University of Porto. The target
is to reach CO content <20 ppm in the purified H2, with 75 % H2 recovery. Due to commercial
nature of the PSA prototype, details are not reported here.
The fuel cell system (FCS) comprises of a PEMFC stack, balance of plant (BoP) components
handling H2, air and coolant delivery to the stack, power electronics including the Li-ion battery
pack and NI cRIO based control system.
The 100-cell S2 stack used in the FCS features automotive type steel bipolar plates and
reformate compatible membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs). The stack development and
evaluation work was performed during the first year of the project. The nominal operation point
is at 0.6 A/cm2 with the estimated power production around 7-9 kW depending on the final H2
quality.
Figure 2 illustrates the FCS designed around the stack, including H2 supply, air supply and
coolant circuit. The H2 fed in to the anode is regulated to a 300 mbarg pressure. Unused fuel
is recirculated by the H2 pump back to stack inlet. Purge valve at the anode outlet is operated
periodically, regulating the amount of inert gases in the anode. Cathode air stream is supplied
with a centrifugal compressor and the ambient air humidified by the exhaust air feed using a
membrane humidifier. The anode side is humidified by water permeating from cathode and
distributed with the recirculation pump, with excess water separated before the stack inlet. The
stack temperature is controlled by regulating the radiator fan and coolant pump speed.
The power electronics modules and the DC circuit architecture are also shown in Figure 2. The
Li-ion battery is charged by the grid, and once the grid is lost, the battery feeds FCS start-up
and the external load. In 20 seconds the PEMFC stack starts to deliver power. In nominal
operation, the stack supplies all the power, with the battery regulating the line voltage only
during fast transients. The stack DC/DC output voltage is fixed to 48.5 V and by controlling the
battery DC/DC output voltage through operational amplifier circuit the portion of power
delivered by the battery may be adjusted. During normal operation the DC circuit voltage stays
between 47.5-48.5 V. The air compressor is powered directly from the 48 VDC circuit and 24
VDC BoP components through a DC/DC converter.
As the REFCS is assembled from discrete subsystems, a higher level controller is required to
coordinate the subsystems and monitor the overall system. The fuel supply components and
the FP are controlled directly by the PLC I/O modules. Communication with the FCS is
implemented via Modbus, with additional analog controls, such as power limitation and FCS
state, connected to PLC I/O. The PLC communicates via Ethernet to local monitoring and data
storage server implemented with Cromi. The system is normally operated through a remote
interface and has an SQL database for data logging.
All the subsystems are designed to be integrated into a 10 ft container, side by side to the
monitoring container with the H2 buffer tanks in between, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 - Rendered images of CAD model from REFCS container, H2 buffer tanks, and control
room container.

1.2

Scope and overview of activities

This document describes the testing activities done with the reformed ethanol fuel cell system
(REFCS), following the completion of its integration. The goal of the commissioning testing is
to test each part of the system, to verify that they are functional and safe for operation, and
that they are running according to given specifications. In practice, this includes pressure
testing, functionality testing, start-up and shutdown test, etc.
Our plan specifically for this system was to ensure that all the subsystems are running as well
as in the laboratory tests, and perform few operation cycles for the whole system. The data
from the tests would be used to evaluate the REFCS capabilities in terms of power output,
start-up time, and moreover the total system efficiency now that all the subsystem were put
together for the first time. Another priority was to ensure that the system, and its monitoring
and safety hardware were working well enough for the field trial.
In practice, most of the work during the commissioning was related to debugging problems,
that did not fully emerge during the laboratory testing. This work took much longer than
anticipated, but eventually the technical challenges mostly related to the fuel processor (FP)
balance of plant (BoP) components were solved.
Unfortunately, just after a successful one day run with the H2 generation system, serious
problems were observed with the steam reforming catalyst. A recovery procedure for the
catalyst was attempted, but this did not help. Further investigations were started to determine
the exact cause of the decay, and the FP was sent to IMM for post-mortem analysis.
However, the H2 produced while the system was operational, was of good quality and the fuel
cell system (FCS) was operated using the gas without any particular problems.
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2. Commissioning testing
The work with the commissioning started right after the control algorithms of the integrated FP
and PSA were proven to function in the laboratory, and the subsystems were transferred to
the container for integration. Figure 4 shows the layout during the commissioning testing, with
the FP on the left wall, PSA at the right back wall, and the FCS at the front.

Figure 4 - REFCS container layout during commissioning.
With the automation system and the first pressure sensors on-line, the commissioning tests
were started by running leak tests by N2 pressurization on the already assembled piping runs.
The fuel supply system was tuned and the on-line mixing was verified to produce the requested
fuel flow rate and S/C-ratio, and the other remaining actuators and sensors were installed, and
shortly tested.
The commissioning of the automation and gas safety systems, shown in Figure 5, were
completed with all the operators at the site. The commissioning included running through each
of the hardware safety routines, checking that the system reacts accordingly to the gas sensors
reaching 10 %-LFL levels, and 20 %-LFL levels (visible and audible alarms, increased
ventilation, electricity cut-off), and that the automation system is properly recovered after the
hazard is removed.

Figure 5 - Gas alarm systems tested during automation commissioning. Left: Alarm beacon
and ventilation blower on top of container, gas sensors inside container. Right: Gas
monitoring system and ventilation blower controller.
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Figure 6 - View from the control room of the REFCS.
Systematic testing of each of the actuators and measurement instruments was continued
byverifying proper functionality, and scaling of the variables at the PLC and HMI. This included
pressure sensors, flow meters, level indicators, pumps, blowers, proportional and on-off
solenoid valves, etc. First part of the thermocouples (TCs) was already tested, but FP internal
TC test were postponed until the FP could be heated for the first time. The EtOH dosing pumps
were also tested and adjusted against the measured throughput. Most of the automation
related work and the testing activities were completed using the monitoring room HMI shown
in Figure 6.
The pressure tests of the REFCS were completed during the course of one week. At first, the
safety relief valves were removed open ends of the system were sealed. At the first stage all
the piping was once more leak tested with Formier (5 % H2 in N2), and leaks were searched
with an H2 leak detector, and fixed as any leaks were found.
Once the leak testing was complete, the system was pressure tested by one section at a time,
by pressurizing to at least 1.3x design pressure, within one minute, waiting for at least one
minute and then reducing pressure to the design pressure and inspecting for any damages. If
no damages were found and leak rates were acceptable, the section in question passed the
test. If leaks appeared, these were fixed and the test was repeated until successfully
completed.
After the successful pressure test, the pressure relief valves were installed back in place, and
a pressure decay tests was carried out over weekend, with leak rates between 0.05-0.15
mbar/min.
Next in line was FP first heat-up. The fuel feed and EtOH dosing system was first set to directly
feed the reactants from 10 litre EtOH and H2O canisters. During the first test of the start-up
burner (SUB) electrical heaters, the PSUs were noticed to be incompatible with the low 0.3 Ω
resistance of the start-up burners. This problem was fortunately solved by running the PSU in
parallel and the SUBs in series, although possibility for individual control of the heaters was
lost.
The electrical evaporators were tested next, and these worked well with the parameters used
in the laboratory, although some fine-tuning was needed. The cooling side at the condenser
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end was also tested, to check that
adequate cooling power is available for the
afterburner exhaust.
The SUBs were now fed with EtOH for the
first time after electrical preheating. On the
next day, the SUBs were tested for another
time, and everything seemed to work
satisfactorily. The electrical heating took
roughly 15 minutes, while after ignition of
the burners, at least one hour is needed
before the next stage.
With the burners functioning, next stages
of the implemented for the STARTUPstate. The other states include NORMAL Figure 7 - REFCS EtOH tanks being fuelled
which is in force during steady state from a drum.
operation, and AUTO-SD and EM-SD
routines that are used for controlled shutdown and emergency shutdown.
The FP development work was paused for a while, to verify that the FCS functions properly,
and to allow few weeks for debugging while Genport personnel were still available before
their summer vacation. The FCS Modbus communication was originally designed to be
implemented via serial bus, but because every other subsystem, including the Li-ion battery
pack inside the FCS, was using Ethernet version for the communication, it was decided to
switch to Ethernet also for the FCS.
Modbus communication was established and tested, but it required several days of
debugging. In the end, it was decided that the critical controls (SWITCH ON/OFF, EM-SD)
would be implemented by binary +24 VDC outputs due to the conflicting logic of operation in
the PLC and in the FCS. The data acquisition from the FCS was however still done through
Modbus, and these variables could be be monitored on the HMI. With these modifications,
the FCS operated for few hours with H2 fed from cylinder.
To get back on track with the FP testing, the FP heat-up procedure was ran again, and AFB1
ignition was successfully completed. During this, H2O was fed to the EVAs, and the
temperature probes responded, but due to some mix-up, the locations starting from the inlet
to the outlet were in reverse. This was updated to the HMI.
To carry out more longer duration tests, the EtOH main tank was prepared for filling and one
full drum was fuelled to the tank using a diaphragm pump, as shown in Figure 7. Preparations
were also started to get the PSA unit ready for operation. The PSA communication and control
code was reviewed and tested. The PSA unit was operated through analog binary +24 VDC
outputs, and status read from similar binary inputs. A PID-controller was added for the tail gas
pump, which was previously operated manually.
Further practice rounds for FP start-up were done, and along with this, the AUTO-SD and EMSD routines were also tested for the PSA unit. The STARTUP code was implemented step by
step, followed by test runs, including steam generation in the evaporators to distribute heat
around the reactors, after the FP was otherwise at the operation temperature.
On the next round, the FP was heated up, and for the first time S/C=4.1 fuel was fed to the
steam reformer, as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The FP seemed to function, although some
problems were detected with air bubbles in the fuel feed. The WGS-reactor PID-controller were
also shortly tested, both of them functioned as expected, but one of the air bypass proportional
valves needed fine tuning.
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Figure 8 - FP fed with S/C=4.1 fuel, showing fuel feed and reactor temperatures.
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Figure 9 - FP fed with S/C=4.1 fuel, showing SUB temperatures, EtOH doses, airflows, and
pressures.
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As the FP basic functionality was proven, the next step was to actually start the PSA unit
alongside the FP. The HMI was heavily updated for this task to allow timely monitoring and
control of the tail gas supply to the FP afterburners. Automatic shutdown routines in case PSA
unit transitions to STOP mode were tested, causing the complete system to run down as
planned, and in principle, the PSA operation could now be safely attempted.
As the systems were ready to go, FP STARTUP routine was initiated. Due to strange pressure
build-up in the fuel supply side, the first attempt was stopped by manual AUTO-SD by the
operator. The reason for this was not found, but similar behaviour had been observed
previously. The pressure was relieved if splitter valves were opened.
Another start-up attempt was initiated, and similar pressure build-up observed, but the
procedure was continued. Heat-up, steaming and fuel feed at 3 kg/h were completed. The PSA
start-up was initiated, but an EM-SD was initiated 30 s after PSA start-up. Problem was
investigated, but as no apparent reason was found, another start-up attempt was made, with
similar results, EM-SD after 30 seconds of PSA operation. The data is shown in Figure 10 and
Figure 11.
On the next day, the data was analysed more closely, but still, no clear reason was located.
The exactly 30 s duration seemed to point that this problem us not with the PSA itself as it
operates with 54.4 s cycles. Yet another start-up attempt was made, bringing the FP to
production state, and once again the same 30 s duration of PSA operation. However, now it
was noticed that AFB2 lambda reading drops to zero almost instantly when PSA was started,
the tail gas supply valves are opened and gas starts to flow through the tail gas mass flow
meters. The reason was located at the code, where the tail gas flow meter scaling was off by
1000 times.
As the PSA now seemed to stay running for longer periods, more code was implemented for
automatic start-up of the WGS-reactor temperature control and EVA temperature control.
After inspecting the container, a new start-up was made, with the PSA unit running for a longer
period of 1 hour. The run was terminated when transition was tested from STARTUP state to
NORMAL state.
Another start-up attempt was made, and the system was running for 2 h 21 minutes, producing
the first cubic meter of H2 in a single run. The data from this run is shown in Figure 12 and
Figure 13. The operation was stopped by EM-SD due to high fuel feed inlet pressure, as shown
in Figure 13. The pressure after the fuel feed pumps was noticed to contain a lot of spiky
resonation, which was seen as the primary reason for the previous shutdown. The alarm limits
were adjusted to accommodate this. There also seemed to be some resonation or race
condition between the two pumps, which was seen as one reason causing this.
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Figure 10 - PSA start-up attempt data, showing fuel feed and reactor temperatures..
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Figure 11 - PSA start-up attempt data, showing SUB temperatures, EtOH doses airflows, and
pressures.
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Figure 12 - PSA in operation, data showing fuel feed and reactor temperatures.
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Figure 13 - PSA in operation, data showing SUB temperatures, EtOH doses airflows, and
pressures.
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The container was inspected while the system was cooling down, and when inspecting the
EtOH dosing pumps, these were noticed to be running at very low speed. Even though the
control parameters by the PLC were set to zero, the EtOH dosing pumps were still observed
to be rotating. The reason was located to be stray return currents through the air compressor
control signals wiring, lifting the PLC analog output card potential levels up by 0.1-0.15 V. This
was solved by installing isolation amplifiers to the air compressor control signals. Also the fuel
feed pump controls were implemented through the same card, so this phenomenon explains
why the fuel feed line pressurizes during FP start-up.
The stray current problem was easy to solve, but solving the problem with the fuel feed system
turned out to be more challenging.
The fuel feed pumps were first operated independently, and against 9-10 barg backpressure
the pumps were noticed to stop turning if the control signal was below 4 % of the full speed.
The reason for the oscillating pressure data, also shown in Figure 13 was thought to originate
from the EtOH feed pump running at low rpm, combined with the PID-controller. The pumps
were opened and inspected, and one of the pumps were replaced due to slightly bent pump
motor axle.
The pumps were again tested independently and by mixing the S/C=4.1 fuel mixture against
back pressure. However, the oscillation between the pumps could not be properly reproduced,
so it was decided that another test run needs to be done. In hindsight, the problem was not
going to be located only by investigating the fuel feed pumps only, but operating these together
with the splitter valves.

Figure 14 - FP outlet original drain valve
and large area mesh filter.

Figure 15 - Testing of a new drain valve
assembly for the FP.

The next problem was that the drain valve shown in Figure 14. Small amounts of particulate
matter, rust etc., exiting the FP and prevented the drain valve from sealing reliably. To solve
this problem once and for all, an alternative configuration shown in Figure 15 was designed.
The drain valve uses two liquid level sensors and a solenoid valve protected by filter. The
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particles are collected at the bottom of the vessel, and magnets were installed on the bottom
to trap ferromagnetic particles.
The control routine of the new drain valve was implemented for the PLC, and the drain valve
installed in place, followed by pressure testing. The drain valve control routine was also
updated to the STARTUP, NORMAL, AUTO-SD, EM-SD states and alarm limits were added
for the level indicators, so that the system is stopped if water is not drained out properly.
The H2 generation system was prepared for yet another start-up attempt. The system was
heated up and started successfully, and transition to NORMAL operation state was successful
as well. The system operated for 2 h 37 min, after which AUTO-SD was commenced due to
the EtOH fuel feed pump stalling. Clearly, replacing the EtOH pump was not enough to solve
the issue.
The same EtOH pump stalling problem was replicated in another attempt, with the system
operational for 1 h 31 min.
Investigations again continued by taking the fuel supply system apart. As the problem was
seen to relate to the pulsating nature of the diaphragm fuel feed pump, a pulsation dampener
was installed to the fuel feed inlet, downstream from where the EtOH and H2O flows meet. The
fuel feed system was tested at 3 kg/h fuel feed and 12 barg back pressure and remarkably this
arrangement seemed to function.
Another start-up attempt was made with everything running well for 1 h 30 min, after which
again an AUTO-SD commenced due to EtOH pump stalling. What was different, was that now
the pressure data was more clear to interpret thanks to the dampener.
It could be deduced that a sudden increase in pressure, of unknown origin, causes the H2O
pump throughput to drop, and the PID controller increases the control signal, accelerating the
pump as one would expect. However, this acceleration causes the requested EtOH pump
motor torque to go beyond its capabilities and the pump stalls, and there is no way to recover
once the momentum is lost.
To prevent this, the fuel feed PID-controllers were adjusted to give the EtOH pump a “headstart” in case of a pressure increase. To better test the functionality, a new fuel feed back
pressure simulation apparatus was assembled to simulate the real situation, as shown in
Figure 16. This also allowed the fuel feed splitter valves to be incorporated into the tests.
The PID-adjustments were measured to have only a marginal improvement in the situation.
Different splitter valve ratios were also experimented, and these seemed to have some effect
on the fuel feed pumps.
Another start-up attempt was made, and it was noticed that even though the FP operation
pressure stays the same, the pressure reading downstream of the pump slowly creeps up, and
once it is high enough, the EtOH pump stalls, as in this case after 1 h 33 min operation. What
was also noticed was that when the fuel feed splitter valves are at their most open position,
this pressure creep does not take place. Thus, pump stalling is caused by too high
backpressure, but not only due to the pumps themselves or the FP.
As the splitter valves were observed to have an influence in the fuel supply pressure, further
investigations done so that pressure could be monitored downstream of the fuel pumps and
downstream of the splitter valves. The measurement set-up, with the splitter valves included,
is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 - Testing fuel feed pumps running against back pressure and splitter valves (left)
and against backpressure only.
With the splitter valves included in the measurement, the pressure creep phenomenon was
replicated, when the nominal 8.2 barg backpressure was applied, and throttling by the splitter
valves is increased. Thus, the phenomenon was now identified and isolated.
The main reason to the pressure creep was seen that the flow is choked at the valves, which
causes cavitation. Some more experiments with the valves were performed. Especially when
no backpressure was applied and using a large throttle in the splitter valve, it was also noticed
that bubbles are present in the flow after the choke point, which further suggested that the
problem and the phenomenon of ever increasing pressure upstream of the choke point is
caused by cavitation.
As the fuel feed pumps were noticed to be very sensitive to any choking in the suction side
piping, the fuel pumps were installed with the new pump heads using 6 mm OD piping instead
of the 4 mm OD, and the piping was updated to 6 mm OD.
To find solutions for the splitter valve cavitation, a third similar valve was installed in parallel to
the two originals, to see if this helps to reduce the choking. However, this did not improve the
situation, the EtOH pump was still stalling at 8-8.5 barg backpressure.
By doing more measurements, the 0.3 mm orifice valves had a Kv-value of less than 0.001
m3/h, which less than half of what is specified by the manufacturer (0.002 m3/h).
A set of larger valves used in the tail gas splitting (2.0 mm orifice) was also tested at the same
conditions, and the Kv-value for a single valve was adjustable between 0.0005-0.002 m3/h.
Thus, as this valve size seemed to work, two of these valves were installed for tests. The
measurement set-up was furthermore installed with two liquid rotameters to see how the flow
splitting action works, as shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 - Fuel supply system
under investigation for pressure
creep and splitter valve functionality.

Figure 18 - Robust and simplified fuel supply
configuration.

This splitting operation strategy was updated and the larger valves allowed flow splitting to
function well at the nominal 3 kg/h flow rate and 8-9 barg backpressure.
To minimize the pressure losses, all angles were removed from pump suction side, the pumps
were placed lower to reduce gravity head, and the piping that joins and splits the flow was
changed from 6 mm fittings to 10 mm instead, and un-necessary bends were removed, as
depicted in Figure 18.
Another start-up attempt was done, with the system operated for over 7 hours, the fuel feed
pumps running without problems, and no pressure creep observed. For the first time, the
system was ran down through AUTO-SD initiated by the operator, once the H2 buffer tank was
full at 7.5 barg pressure. The data from the run is shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20.
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Figure 19 - Data showing fuel feed and reactor temperatures during 7.5 hour run.
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Figure 20 - Data showing SUB temperatures, EtOH doses airflows, and pressures during 7.5
hour run.
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3. Activities after fuel processor failure

Figure 21 - Particulates accumulated on the FP drain valve assembly.
After the run, the system was inspected for any damage. The drain valve was opened and
inspected, and particulate samples were collected. At first the particulates looked the same
collected before, but a new type of dust floating on top of water was observed (Figure 21).
Based on these observations, it seems that soot formation had taken place in one of the
reactors. Further analysis of the gas samples taken during the commissioning tests confirmed
that the CO-level in the product gas had increased (Figure 22). Based on data, the gas
production rate estimated on the H2 buffer tank fill rate had also been on decline (Figure 23).
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Figure 22 - FP product gas samples taken from the PSA feed tank.
Particulate samples were analysed at IMM, and these confirmed the floating compound to be
carbon. Fuel samples from the tanks were also analysed, and no differences were found
between the samples and the fuel previously used for a successful 1000 h catalyst durability
test. In the previous particulate samples, where soot was not yet present, some traces of
sulphur had been detected, so this led us to believe, that the prime cause for the steam
reforming catalyst decay or charring could well be sulphur, that had been floating in the air of
the industrial hall, and had entered the FP piping during the integration phase.
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Figure 23 - Test duration and H2 buffer tank average fill rates during each test.
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Figure 24 - PSA product gas samples taken from the H2 buffer tank.
Even though the FP had not performed well during the last two runs, according to the gas
analysis, the gas produced in the H2 buffer tank was of good quality, with only few ppms of
CO detected, as shown in Figure 24. The CO content in the FP product gas was high, but the
lower overall flow rate of the gas compensated for this, as is evident from Figure 22 and
Figure 23.
As it was becoming more clear that this one tank of gas is the only one we will get, the
preparations for the measurements were done with extreme care. The commissioning was
originally planned to include several operation cycles, by in these circumstances only one
would have to do.
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The FCS supply lines were arranged so that the fuel source could be chosen on the fly
between a H2 2.5 cylinder and the buffer tanks. The FCS was first started up shortly to
ensure its functionality. The electronic load was tested with external PSU, and once ready
the FCS was ran at high power, to test if everything functions correctly.
The FCS was operated at 117 A stack current (0.6 A/cm2) for 2 hours with pure H2, and the
gas source was then switched to the buffer tank. The FCS was ran until the low pressure
shutdown limit was reached and the FCS was shut down. As shown in Figure 25, the results
indicate that the produced gas is pure enough for use in FCS, even at high currents.
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Figure 25 - FCS cell voltages during operation at 117 A current with pure H2 2.5 and H2
produced from EtOH.
As the prime suspect for the steam reformer failure was sulphur, that had possibly entered the
piping during assembly, a recovery procedure suggested by IMM was performed, where
sulphur would desorb from the catalyst as hydrogen sulphide. The steam reformer was first
heated up to 400 °C and the reactor was then fed with H2 for 3 hours.
Next, another start-up procedure was initiated, but due to the too low gas production rate, the
PSA did not stay in running mode for more than 4 cycles. Thus, no apparent recovery was
observed and the FP was no longer operational.

Figure 26 - FP unit ready for shipping (left) and the REFCS container after dismantling the
FP and PSA unit (right).
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As the steam reforming catalyst had previously performed well in the lab, using the same exact
fuel, it was important to know what had caused the decay. As mentioned before, precipitate
samples had been analysed by IMM, and trace amounts of sulphur had been found in the
samples. Even though this seems the most obvious reason, to get more evidence on the actual
mechanism, it was decided that the FP is dismantled and post-mortem analysis is done at IMM
to verify the reason. After the project final meeting, the FP was dismounted from the REFCS
container, packaged and sent back to IMM, as shown in Figure 26.
The post-mortem analysis carried out at IMM showed carbon formation on the steam reforming
side of the reactors. XPS-measurements showed detrimental amounts of sulphur on the
surface of the steam reforming catalyst, whereas the afterburner catalyst was not affected by
sulphur. These analyses proved that the failure of the reformer was due to sulphur poisoning
of the catalyst. On the other hand, the WGS-reactor seemed to be in good condition.
Based on the data recorded during the commissioning, the power consumption of the FP and
PSA unit during steady-state was around 820 W during steady state, with 150 g/h of EtOH
dosed for the afterburners. Combining this data to the values recorded during laboratory
testing, 15.3 % efficiency from EtOH to 48 VDC electricity could be achieved assuming all the
subsystems were running at the same time. Most of the losses in the system are generated
due to the oversized air compressors and high amount of water required in the fuel feed, to
accommodate errors in the prototype design. By fixing these obvious flaws, the efficiency could
be increased to 22.3 %.
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4. Summary and conclusions
To summarize, a crude bioethanol fuelled integrated PEMFC power system was taken into
operation, and the system tested and prepared for a limited field trial of 1000 hours. The BoP
components and operation routines were proven to function, but operation of the system was
possible for only a period of 18 hours, due to premature decay of the steam reforming catalyst.
Starting for the most important challenges, it has been of utmost importance to understand
what was the mechanism of decay of the FP steam reforming catalyst. Soot formation and
reduction of the syngas production rate clearly point out that the steam reforming catalyst
performance has decreased. Furthermore, detection of sulphur in the particulate matter
collected from FP outlet, the abundance of sulphur present in the integration site during
assembly, and the known detrimental poisoning mechanisms that fit to the symptoms suggest
that sulphur contamination is the reason for the decay.
Based on analysis results, the composition of the ethanol batch used during the commissioning
matches to the fuel batch used in a successful 1000 h laboratory test, pointing to the fact that
in principle the catalyst can perform well, and that the type of fuel used in the commissioning
does not have an impact on the steam reforming catalyst durability.
The recovery procedure tested to remove the sulphur from the catalyst was performed, but no
recovery was observed, which is understandable as soot formation to the catalyst surface had
already been on-going for a while.
The hypothesis was eventually confirmed by the fuel processor post-mortem analysis, where
sulphur was detected by XPS in samples from the steam reformer.
A second issue faced was the particulate matter coming out of the FP within the steam and
syngas. In essence, this is not detrimental, but does suggest some sort of material decay in
the FP. However, except for the damage to the steam reformer, other parts of the FP seemed
to be in good condition, as shown by the post-mortem analysis. The more fundamental problem
seemed to be particulate matter itself, as achieving a separation of particulate matter,
condensed water and gas all at the same time, without creating a large pressure loss or
changing the filtering elements frequently was not straight-forward. The original design relied
on a mesh filter before a mechanical float drain valve, but some parts of the particulate matter
was very hydrophobic, preventing water passage through the filter, while some portion was
very fine which still passed through the filter, and caused problem with the drain valve seals,
resulting in leaks. The second version, relying on a solenoid valve and more elaborate
particulate matter worked, but it was not exactly maintenance free either.
The most challenging technical problem slowing down progress was definitely experienced
with the fuel feed system. Once the pump stalling was first observed, the source was not clearly
identified, and for a while the main attention was drawn towards solving the more acute
problem of particulate matter, which prevented reliable long-term operation of the system.
Even though no problems with the splitter valves was observed in the laboratory tests, the
underlying phenomenon of choked flow had existed all the time, and the symptoms caused by
cavitation took longer time to develop. Finding, isolating and solving this kind of issues is one
of the most crucial outcome that performing long term trial has to offer.
Based on the experience from this project, it is highly recommended, that using flow choking
with proportional valves to split liquid flows is avoided in one way or another, as the risk for
cavitation is always there.
In conclusion, a lot of technical challenges have been identified, most of them solved, some of
them still needing more investigation. Due to the premature failure of the FP, fine-tuning of all
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the operation parameters, especially regarding the PSA unit was not possible. Neither was
benchmarking the overall process efficiency.
However, H2 was successfully produced, it was of good enough quality for the fuel cell system
to produce power without problems, so the concept was proven to work. Based on the
laboratory test, and data recorded during the commissioning, it is possible to 30 % overall
efficiency with this concept. With this particular prototype system however, if everything would
have worked without problems, only 15 % efficiency from fuel to 48 VDC electricity would have
been reached.

